
Allerdale Borough Council 
Planning Application 2/2017/0575

Proposed 
Development:

Proposed new access track and agricultural equipment store 
building (resubmission of 2/2017/0442)

Location: Land Adjacent to Holroyd
Access to Wood Side Farm
Broughton Moor
Maryport

Applicant: Mr Kevin Thompson

Recommendation: REFUSE

Summary/Key Issues

Issue Conclusion

Siting of building Officers consider insufficient information has been provided to 
justify the location of the building in an isolated location detached 
from the main farmstead. 

Amenity Due to the location of the access track adjacent to an open 
boundary with the adjacent property “Holroyd” officers consider the 
proposal with impact on the amenity currently enjoyed by this 
property.

Access Cumbria Highways consider the proposed access is acceptable 
from a highway perspective.

Proposal

The applicant seeks consent to create a new access from a classified road with 
associated access track leading to a proposed agricultural equipment store building.

Relevant Policies

National Planning Policy Framework
Building a strong, competitive economy
Conserving and enhancing the natural environment
Supporting a prosperous rural economy
Requiring good design

Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 2014
Policy S1 - Presumption in favour of sustainable development
Policy S2 - Sustainable development principles
Policy S3 - Spatial Strategy and Growth
Policy S4 - Design principles



Policy S29 – Flood Risk and Surface Water Drainage
Policy S32 - Safeguarding amenity
Policy S33 - Landscape
Policy DM6 - Equestrian and agricultural buildings
Policy DM14 – Standards of Good Design

Relevant Planning History

There has been a recent planning application on the site under reference 2/2017/0442 for 
the same proposal as the current permission. This application was refused on the 
01/11/2017 for the following reasons:

1. Officers consider insufficient justification has been provided for the siting of the 
agricultural building in an isolated location in the open countryside which is detached 
from the main farmstead contrary to Policy DM6 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), 
Adopted July 2014. 

2. The position of the access track on elevated land adjacent to the boundary with the 
residential property of Holroyd will impact on the amenity this property currently 
enjoys from the vehicle movements associated with the proposed agricultural building 
contrary to Policies S2, S4 and S32 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 
2014.

Representations

Call In – Cllr McCarron Holmes and Cllr P Kendall. The proposed building would be 
screened if allowed. The proposed access to the land would alleviate the need for cattle 
to be driven through proposed new housing estate. 

Parish Council – No reply to date.

Environmental Health – I have considered the plans and confirm that due to this 
building being used for equipment storage as opposed to housing for livestock then I 
have no objections to this application and no conditions to recommend.

Cumbria Highways – No objections.

LLFA – The FFLA do not have any records of flooding on this site and the Environment 
Agency surface water maps do not indicate that the site is an area of risk.

Adjoining owners have been notified. 1 letter of objection has been received who feel 
nothing has changed to alleviate their concerns for the impact on our home should this 
planning application be granted. Their concerns relate too:

- The proposed building location may not be the most suitable, the annotated plan 
shows other sites to locate the building away from residential curtilage and should 
it be absolutely necessary to keep cattle so far away from the farmstead. Although 
commons sense would be to locate the cattle at the farmstead. 

- Consider the building could be serviced from the lonning which runs directly from 



Woodside Farm to Ewanrigg, practically eliminating the need for farm traffic 
movements on the road and the need to break historic sandstone wall to highway 
to install entrance and track over 200m long adjacent to our property.

- The applicant’s statement stated that taking back land from his tenant would affect 
his revenue and livelihood. However, when he sold land and buildings at Ewanrigg 
Hall where he formerly houses his cattle surely he had no option but to take back 
land.

- The statement says the access track if permitted above our bungalow will have 
relatively minor impact on our existing residential amenity. Vehicles parking at the 
entrance to open and close the gate each visit would greatly impact on our 
amenity.

- The recessed access will draw the attention of highway users and gives the 
impression of commercial proportions normally associated with wind turbines 
rather than farm accesses.

- Issues relating to drainage and existing water runoff.

Main Issues:

Siting of building

The applicant seeks consent to erect an agricultural building with associated access and 
parking. The application has provided a plan that details the current farm buildings 
located at his residential property and the surrounding land that falls within his ownership. 
However, the plan and supporting information details that these fields are rented out.

The application site lies to the most northern part of the applicants owned land. There are 
no existing structures within this field and no direct access from the main highway. The 
submitted design and access statement and application description details the building is 
for storage of farm machinery, silage bales and animal feed all of which requires 
relocating following the sale of the farm buildings which previously belonged to Ewanrigg 
Hall, until recently was owned by the applicant.

Policy DM6 of the Allerdale Local Plan requires new agricultural development is, where 
possible, closely related to existing farm buildings or other groups of buildings, and where 
this is not possible, development is designed and sited to minimise impact on the 
landscape setting. The siting of the building is proposed over 700m from the farmstead 
and set back from the highway by approx. 200m. The building will therefore be in a 
detached  isolated location away from the existing farmstead at Woodside Farm and any 
other buildings on the holding. We acknowledge that the position of the building set back 
from the highway is adjacent to a wooded area which you detail is to reduce the impact 
on the landscape, however this will result in the need for an extensive access track and 
parking area and works to the main highway to create an access which in itself will 
impact on the characteristics of the area.  

The applicant has a herd of Belted Galloway Cattle that are kept at the northern extremity 
of his land and on land formerly owned by him but now sold as part of the development 
proposals at Ewanrigg Hall. These cattle were previously served by buildings at Ewanrigg 
Hall that have now been demolished to make way for the housing development. The 
breed of cattle is hardy and winter outside but in extreme weather conditions they may 



need to be brought inside. The feed and equipment to service the cattle needs to be 
close to their grazing areas. 

The applicant advises the location was chosen as it is the least productive agricultural 
land within the agricultural holding and the existing wooded area could provide shelter for 
the Belted Galloway. The applicant goes on to say that the siting of the building at the 
northern land of Woodside Farms holding would significantly reduce the need for daily 
traffic movements. It is envisaged that currently the land and livestock will need to be 
serviced four times a day, delivery and distributing feed and stock and undertaking 
welfare checks on the livestock. This is likely to involve larger farm vehicles travelling 
from Woodside Farm in order to undertake the necessary activities. The applicant 
advises if the building and access were approved it would greatly reduce the need to light 
farm vehicles accessing the store approximately twice a day, morning and evening, once 
machinery, silage bales and animal feed had initially been relocated. 

The same welfare checks would need to be carried out at the site whether the building 
was located in this area or not and feed distributed to the animals which would still result 
in more movements than is currently made with no livestock currently stored within the 
field. The proposal would still result in vehicle movements in close proximity to the 
residential property that are currently non-existent. 

The applicant has provided a plan that shows the land surrounding Woodside Farm that 
is within his ownership. The total area of land equates to approx. 52.6 hectares / 130 
acres. Until recently all this land was rented out. The applicant has advised that he has 
taken back control of Field no. 2713 and 3703 that lies at the most northern part of the 
holding and is separated from the application site by a field that is still rented out. An 
aerial photo enclosed with the supporting statement shows access will be gained from 
the proposal site through field no. 6103 and 4692 that is rented out and into his fields he 
has taken control back over. There is an existing farm access into field no. 6103 from the 
main highway that would still provide the necessary access to these fields and not impact 
on the amenity of nearby dwellings.

The applicant states he has considered taking the rented land back to accommodate the 
building but without this stream of revenue the future of my farming activities would be 
threatened and that of the tenants too. The land that has been taken back to relocate the 
Belted Galloways from Ewanrigg Hall has ground conditions more suited to the herd and 
the land which is let is more suited for sheep grazing and arable farming, as per the 
tenants farming activities. 

Although the applicant states the fields closer to Ewanrigg Hall are more suitable to the 
herd’s need he has not provided any information on what these suitable ground 
conditions are or demonstrated that the land close to his existing farmstead would not be 
able to accommodate the herd due to its ground conditions. The wider land lies within the 
applicant’s ownership therefore he has control of which fields he has taken back. He has 
acknowledged that the proposal site is some distance from Woodside farm but says the 
current buildings at Woodside farm are at capacity. Officers are not disputing the need for 
an additional building the objection lies to the detached location. It is considered that it 
would be more appropriate to take back some of the fields directly adjacent to Woodside 
farm that would allow a building to be erected close to the working farmstead, the existing 
access to Woodside Farm could be utilised. This would reduce the impact on the 



landscape character and amenity to the neighbouring property ‘Holdroyd’ at the proposal 
site. (Agricultural traffic can operate outside normal working hours)

The application has been submitted in the form of an agricultural equipment store 
building as detailed on the application form and design and access statement. Therefore 
the current application has not been assessed on its use for livestock. The siting of the 
building is close to the boundary of the approved housing scheme and therefore if the 
use was to include housing for livestock the impact in association with noise and odour 
would need to be fully considered should an application of this nature be forthcoming. 

The siting of the building cannot be looked at in isolation but the access to the site needs 
to be taken into consideration when considering the impact of the development. Due to 
the isolated location of the building the agricultural field has no direct vehicular access. A 
new access would need to be created in the sandstone wall that fronts the highway with 
an access track of approx. 200m leading to a parking/turning area to the front of the 
building. 

The applicants statement details that care has been taken to site the building in a 
location widely shielded from public view, with the lie of the land such that the building 
will not be visible at all when approaching from the south and is largely shielded from all 
points by the surrounding trees. However the access track and large entrance will be 
highly visible when approaching the site from the top of the brow to the south which 
would draw your eye to the building.  

The building is to be constructed in juniper green cladding under a grey fibre cement 
corrugated roof. Officers raise no objection to the materials proposed as these are 
consistent with rural agricultural buildings with the scale of the building appropriate at 
4.5m to eaves, 5.6m to ridge.  

Officers do not consider an appropriate justification has been provided for the siting of the 
building in this detached location separated by over 700m from the main farmstead. The 
Council would not wish to set a precedent for future development of the farm in this 
detached location for the main farmstead. The proposed location also requires the 
creation of an access adjacent to a residential property, which would result in approx. 
17m of the sandstone wall removed with the existing remaining wall reduced to 1m in 
height and the access track (3.5m in width) extending for the full length of the field. The 
stone sub-base of the access track and wide access area will remove the agricultural 
nature of this field appearing more commercial and change the rural landscape that is 
currently seen when entering Maryport from the southeast. Officers consider the proposal 
is contrary to Policy S2, S4 and DM6 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 
2014.

Amenity    

The building is located approx. 200m back from the main highway with a new vehicular 
access needed from the highway to gain access to the proposed building. An access 
track would be constructed from the proposed access point at the highway to the building 
and its parking area. The proposed access and interlinked access track runs close to the 
boundary of a residential bungalow known as Holroyd. This bungalow is situated on 
lower land than the application site and has a number of windows facing onto the 



agricultural field. The boundary between the sites currently consists of a low timber rail 
and wire fence that is open to the proposal site. 

The proposal would create traffic movements adjacent to this property which would 
impact on the amenity they currently enjoy and overlook into the domestic curtilage. 
Currently there are no vehicular movements adjacent to this bungalow. The applicant has 
stated that the siting of the building in this location would create a minimum of two vehicle 
movements a day which given the working hours of farmers could be early or late in the 
day. Officers consider the proposal is contrary to Policy S2, S4 and S32 of the Allerdale 
Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 2014.(It would be unreasonable to condition either the 
number of vehicle movements  or their hours of operation using the access)

Access

A new access into the field is proposed from the classified road. This will require part of 
the existing wall removed (approx 17m in length) with the remaining wall lowered to 1m 
to achieve the necessary visibility splays. Cumbria Highways have assessed the 
proposal from a highway perspective only and raise no objections to the creation of an 
access. A permit would be required prior to any works commencing.

Other Issues:

Surface water

Concern has been raised that the proposal could result in surface water runoff from the 
site affecting the properties to the northwest. The applicant has shown that an aco drain 
will be installed to the front of the site to prevent surface water entering onto the highway 
with a soakaway proposed in the site to drain the runoff from the tarmac area. Officers 
consider a suitable form of surface water drainage could be achieved and could be 
controlled via condition. 

Local Financial Considerations

Having regard to S70 (2) of the Town and Country Planning Act the proposal will have no 
local financial considerations.

Conclusion

Officers consider insufficient justification has been provided for the siting of an isolated 
building detached from the main farmstead. The associated works of the creation of an 
access and track that extends approx. 200m into the field will impact on the rural 
character of the area and the amenity currently enjoyed by the occupiers of Holroyd due 
to the access running adjacent to the boundary with Holroyd and been on an elevated 
position. The proposal is considered contrary to Policy S2, S4, S32 and DM6 of the 
Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 2014.



Annex 1

Conditions/Reasons

1. Officers consider insufficient justification has been provided for the siting of 
the agricultural building in an isolated location in the open countryside which 
is detached from the main farmstead contrary to Policy DM6 of the Allerdale 
Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 2014.

2. The position of the access track on elevated land adjacent to the boundary 
with the residential property of Holroyd will impact on the amenity this 
property currently enjoys from the vehicle movements associated with the 
proposed agricultural building contrary to Policies S2, S4 and S32 of the 
Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 2014.

Proactive Statement

Application Refused With Discussion – With Way Forward

The Local Planning Authority has acted positively and proactively in determining this 
application by identifying planning policies, constraints, stakeholder representations and 
matters of concern with the proposal and discussing those with the Applicant.  
Unfortunately, it has not been possible to resolve all those matters within the timescale 
allocated for the determination of this planning application.  However, the Local Planning 
Authority has clearly set out within its report, the outstanding matters needing to be 
remedied to address the harm identified within the reasons for refusal– which may 
potentially lead to the submission of a more acceptable proposal in the future.  The Local 
Planning Authority is willing to provide pre-application advice in respect of any future 
application for a revised development.  

Notes to Applicant:



Location plan



Site location plan 


